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We stand with Ukraine
Association Divadelná Nitra has joined all those around the globe who stand in

solidarity and support of Ukraine, among others by publishing the Ukrainian flag on

their social media. We are thinking of our Ukrainian colleagues and friends. We are

also thinking of our colleagues and friends, theatre-makers in Russia, who are

unable to work, create and express their views freely. We condemn the aggression

against Ukraine, we express our support for its people and we regret the wasted

lives and the ruined country. We stand with Ukraine.

The Audience Programme Board takes off
We are delighted to see many locals from Nitra express their love of theatre and

interest to take part in shaping the programme of the largest international theatre

festival in Slovakia once again this year. ITF Divadelná Nitra 2022 (23 – 28

September) has a new Audience Programme Board, who recently convened for their

first meeting.

It’s still cold, but tulips are blooming
You have certainly heard of the highly successful creative integration project for

visually-impaired and blind children A Tulip for You, organised by Association

Divadelná Nitra since 2007. Despite pandemic interruption, recently, its supervisor

acad. sculpt. Elena Kárová met its participants – children from Prince Pribina

Elementary School in Nitra and the Elementary Boarding School for the Visually

Impaired in Bratislava. To read up on the personal observations of acad. sculpt.

Elena Kárová about the meetings, click here.



Meet some of Ours in Behind the Glass
Gallery

Ours is the title of a photo exhibition held by Association Divadelná Nitra in bod.K7 –

a space for culture, creativity and community in collaboration with Mareena c.a. Meet

people who have found a new home in Slovakia through photographic portraits. 11

photographs, 11 people, 11 stories, including the story of the portraits’ author –

Slovak-Vietnamese photographer Kvet Nguyen. This exhibition is part of a campaign

organised by Mareena c.a., intended to highlight the unique contribution of

foreigners for our community. The association works to advance a better

understanding and appreciation of diversity as a positive element in society. Ours

runs in Behind the Glass Gallery until 28 March 2022.
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